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intRoduction
orgalime’s economists compile and analyse their latest 
data and forecasts for the engineering industry twice a year. 
economic trends for metal products, mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering, electronics and ict and instruments 
which are mainly in chapters 25 to 28 of the nace rev 2 
nomenclature are analysed and commented upon. Figures 
for repair and installation services (chapter 33) which are also 
provided by the industry are included in the totals. 

the engineering industry’s value of production in eu27 was 
estimated to have reached some €1400 billion in 2009 and 
the number employed stood at about 10.2 million people. 
the engineering industry, which orgalime represents as  
a whole at the level of the eu, represents some 28% of the 
output and a third of the exports of the eu’s manufacturing 
industries. total trade (intra + extra trade) of the orgalime 
industry reached €981 billion in 2009.

2010: a gRadual acceleRation thRoughout the yeaR
as the industry entered 2010, it was against the background 
that the level of production had actually started to rise 
since the middle of 2009. the improvement was however 
limited. many firms and markets were still struggling in the 
aftermath of the international financial crisis; so companies 
were still on the whole somewhat cautious about the overall 
business outlook. But by mid 2010 the level of production 
in eu27 industry had soared an impressive 6% higher than 
in december 2009. the engineering industry’s value of 
production in eu27 is therefore estimated to have reached 
€1510 billion in 2010, up 7.5% on the year.

dRiven by expoRts
growth in worldwide gdP was relatively strong on an overall 
basis in the first half of 2010. demand was met decreasingly 
by depletion of inventories and increasingly by higher output. 

as the contribution of the inventory cycle diminished during 
the second half-year, so growth slowed. the relatively weak 
growth trend in the eu countries stands in sharp contrast  
to the tendency of many fast developing economies:  
a number of countries in asia and latin america are 
showing particularly rapid expansion. 

the expansion of orgalime’s industry in 2010 was therefore 
mainly driven by exports to these growth economies. 
all in all intra- as well as extra trade grew with exports 
increasing by 13% in volume in 2010.

confidence indicators, that began to improve already late 
in 2009, strengthened further during the autumn of 2010, 
low interest rates, as well as a boost in public spending also 
stimulated activity in 2010.

MoRe than twice the aveRage Rate
over the year 2010, the production volume of the orgalime 
industry increased by an estimated 7.5%. as in previous 
recoveries this was well above the long term average growth 
of about 3%. all major sub-sectors in the industry showed 
robust growth in 2010. the highest growth was registered  
in the electrical and ict sector with growth of close to 10%.

still a long way to go
despite the overall improvement, it is worth mentioning  
that the industry still has some way to go before the level  
of production is back to its pre-crisis level as production  
fell dramatically by close to 20% in 2009.

electRical, electRonics and instRuMent industRies
the electrical, electronics, ict and instrument industry is 
amongst the largest industrial sectors in europe. Value of 
production in 2009 was about €470 billion and employment 
stood at an estimated 2.9 million.

ThE bUSINESS SITUATION IN 2010
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situation in electRical engineeRing subsectoRs
Volume of production in electrical engineering equipment 
increased by nearly 10% in 2010 after a drop of 20% in 2009 
the sub sector of motors, generators, and transformers 
enjoyed a rather healthy comeback, but other sectors such  
as batteries, accumulators and domestic appliances grew at 
a considerably lower rate. For domestic appliances, this was a 
reflection of low consumer confidence and high unemployment 
in the eu.

electRonics and ict also showed RecoveRy
Business activity stepped up in the ict industry during 2010 
with higher demand reported in the electronics components 
industry, as well as for consumer electronics, such as 
computers and other new consumer electronics goods. 

Production in instrument engineering, that to a rather high 
extent is dependent on overall global manufacturing activity, 
also showed a healthy expansion. 

Mechanical engineeRing industRy
the european mechanical engineering industry reached  
an annual value of production of about €450 billion in 2009. 
employment is estimated at some 3.1 million employees.

the financial turbulence in 2009 affected the mechanical 
engineering industry more than any other sector. investment 
budgets of its clients were slashed and capacity utilisation 
fell dramatically in manufacturing industry and thereby 
reduced the need of investment goods. But, as the global 
manufacturing industry started to recover, the need for 
replacing or even expanding investment goods increased. 

as a consequence, production in european industry  
of machinery and equipment grew by 6.1% in volume  
during 2010. 

it should be noted that production in mechanical engineering 
compared to other sectors is lagging slightly in the sense that 
capacity utilisation and profits of their clients need to improve 
and financial constraints have to be eased before demand  
for machinery can really pick up substantially. 

acceleRation in all MajoR sub-subsectoRs
all sub-sectors in mechanical engineering expanded their 
business in 2010. highest growth rates occurred in special 
purpose machinery, that is machinery for other manufacturing 
industries and general purpose machinery such as pumps, 
compressors and other power machinery. Business for 
machine-tools producers also picked up, but production 
increased only at a very moderate rate.

industRy of fabRicated Metal pRoducts
the industry covers a wide range of products including  
tools and finished metal goods (accounting for some 40%  
of production), castings, forgings, boilers and metal containers, 
as well as secondary transformation on a contract basis, such 
as treatment and coating of metals. 

the value of production for the sector in the year 2009  
is estimated at €379 billion. the number of employees  
is estimated at a level of 3.6 million.

the industry produces, to a large extent, inputs or products 
used in other sectors in engineering, such as machinery and 
the motor car industry. as stated above, demand from these 
sectors started to pick up in 2010. as a result, output for metal 
goods is estimated to have increased by 6.7% during 2010. 

investMent and eMployMent contRacted  
in oRgaliMe industRies
low capacity utilisation, notwithstanding the upturn during 
2010, as well as unsatisfactory profit levels, meant that 
investment only grew modestly for orgalime’s industry  
in 2010, that is by 2.5% in volume.

employment also fell for the second consecutive year.  
there was still a need to trim the workforce as the rate  
of productivity needed to be restored after the recession. 

an oVerVieW of sector Performance in 2010

orgalime SectorS
2010 percentage change 
in volume of production

metal Products +6.7

mechanical engineering +6.1

electrical/ electronics, 
instruments and ict +9.7

total orgalime induStrieS +7.5
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the geneRal outlook foR 2011
hiGher oPtimism desPite temPorary disturBances
Based on what official data is now already available for early 
2011 for orgalime’s industry in the eu27, we expect that  
the recovery will continue. it is of course of great importance 
to highlight that the outlook is not uniform throughout europe: 
some countries are still struggling with hardly any growth or are 
burdened with the necessity of running a very tight budget in 
order to redress their financial situation; as the same pressure 
is also being felt by many consumers, so there are clear signs 
in certain countries of sluggish growth. 

the first quarter of 2011 has also been one of some political 
unrest in countries both bordering europe and further afield: 
as a consequence, there have been signs of a shortage of 
components and a rise in input costs. a majority of these 
factors can be considered as temporary, but permanent 
effects cannot be ruled out; this is having a negative impact  
on the overall business confidence of orgalime’s industry. 

indicators haVe not yet shoWn any suBstantiaL deceLeration
the results from various business surveys have improved lately. 
the commission’s dg economic & Finance monthly business 
survey shows an improvement in most of eu27 orgalime 
sectors. order stocks are improving and the inflow of new 
orders has increased. inventories of finished goods have been 
reduced strongly over the last year and will therefore not affect 
future production negatively. other short term indicators, such 
as the purchasing managers’ index or forward looking surveys 
such as iFo expectations, also show considerably stronger 
data than late last year.

activity in the global manufacturing industry is now also 
considerably higher than previously and, in combination with 
an improvement in profits and access to credit, the foundations 
for a rather positive environment for demand of investment 
goods have been laid. it is against this background that 
orgalime’s economists forecast the expansion of the industry 
in 2011.

orgalime expects an increase in volume of production in 2011 
by about 7% which is only a modest deceleration of the growth 
rate compared to 2010. Foreign trade in terms of exports  
is once again a major force behind this and is expected  
to increase by 9%. 

after two years of decline, employment is expected to grow  
by some 0.6%, a modest rise but one which brings the industry 
back on the track of rising output leading to rising employment. 

at the level of investment goods, orgalime‘s industry is 
itself investing again: after a rather moderate growth in fixed 
investment last year, this year, the growth of investment in 
orgalime industries in europe is expected to rise by close to 
8%, a figure reflecting the overall higher activity in our industry. 

in conclusion, orgalime’s industry is experiencing a more 
robust rebound than initially expected, which is largely 
driven by a healthy demand for engineering products, and in 
particular capital goods on the industry’s world export markets, 
as well as investment in our own industry. the shadow that 
remains, however, is that of the investment of our clients  
in the eu which continues to lag. 



“ ‘AN INdUSTRIAL POLICy FOR ThE 
GLObALISATION ERA’ PUTS MANUFACTURING 
AT ThE CENTRE OF RECOvERy OF GROwTh 
ANd JObS IN ThE EU.” 
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